Introduction
The notion of n-dimensional (Z,Q)-machines and (Z,Q)-computable sets have been introduced and investigated by W. ¿a-kowski [1] . The above-mentioned paper is limited to the case where n=1, and where the set Ζ contains zero. In [1] there has been demonstrated that these conditions are satisfied by Pawlak's machines [2] and k-machines [3] if all computations of these machines are infinite, and by simple continuous machines [4] .
In this case a (Z.Q)-machine is defined by a semi-group φ= of operators, which are defined on a non-empty set GeX Z .
The operators are a generalization of the notion of a transition function of a discrete machine.
The author gives a necessary and sufficient condition in order that the finite dimensional vector space of functions continuous in zero be a ({θ},R+)-computable set.
Basic notions and definitions
Let R be the set of all real numbers and R+ -the set of all non-negative real numbers. By Q we denote an arbitrary subset of the set R+ which satisfies the following conditions : 0 e Q, q --{O} ¿ 0 and a + b e Q for all numbers a,b e Q.
J. Klopotowski
If A is an operator (i.e. a mapping), then its domain is denoted by DA, and its range by RA. For any IJçDA, the restriction of A to U is denoted by AIU.
Let X denote an arbitrary, but fixed, non-empty set. If g € G and t e Ζ then from the condition (3) we have
Let now f £ HM^. For every a e Q we have that tp a (f |Z) e Dl^. Moreover
Thus f a e ΕΜφ and fj Ζ = cp a (f I Z). For an arbitrary t e Ζ we have
.
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Let now t,a e Q. Por every function g ε DM we obtain the following equality *.(<F t <e)) " [MV t Ce)] a jZ « «Ks) t ) 8 |Z = (Me) t+S |z = cp t+s (g).
Consequently, the family φ = ^t^teQ of operators which are defined on DM satisfies conditions (1), (2), (3). Moreover for eveiy g £ DM and t e Q we have
This means that Μ = Μ Λ . o Corollary 1. A non-empty set FsX H is (Z,QScomputatile iff it is an indexed semi-group φ = of operators which are defined on the conditions (1), (2),(3), and the following condition (7):
Let M be a (Z,Q)-machine suoh that RM = F. Por every function ge DM there exists exaotly one function fe Ρ suoh that f|Z = g. Prom Theorem 2 we infer that there exists a semi-group φ of operators which are defined on DM = G, and satisfy the conditions (1 ), (2), (3), and such that (Mg)(t) = [cp t (g)](0>. Prom this we have that f(t) = = [cp t (f|Z)]<0).
Conversely, let us assume that there exists a semi-group φ= (ft^teQ which satisfies the conditions (1 ), (2), (3), (7)· Let M^ be a (Z,Q)-machine determined by φ . From the definition of the operator M^ and from the condition (7) it follows that equality RM^ = F holds. This ends the proof.
Example. Let Ζ = (0,1,...,K-L} and let Q=Nq be the set of the all non-negative integers. By it : X^ -X we will denote the partial function suoh that (m-k) ,...,f(m-l)) for m»k.
Thus the operator M^ is a k-machine. In particular, if k=1 then the operator Μψ is a Pawlak's machine [2] . Consequently, the notion of a semi-group φ is a generalization of the;notion of the transition function of a discrete machine, in the case where every computation of this machine is infinite.
In the case where Ζ = {θ} an arbitrary indexed semi--group φ = (cp t ) te Q of operators defined on a non-empty set 7 A G ε X uniquely determines an indexed semi-group φ = of mappings defined on the set G A = {g(0)}: g e G} with values lying in this set. Analogously, the semi-group TT = of mappings which are defined on the non-empty set Χ π s X determines exactly one semi-group TT V = (JT^^Q of operators which are.
defined on the set X^ = {geX (o^ s g(0)eX"}. From the above we have the following corollary which characterizes the ({θ} f Q)-computable sets. Corollary 2. JL non-empty set F s X^ is ({θ}, ^-computable iff there exists a semi-group TT = (ff^ttQ of mappings ir t s Xp---X p , where X p = {f(0):f eF], which satisfiés the following conditions
The properties of some class of ( {0} .R^-computables sets Now we assume that Q=R+· In the following problems the main role is played by the following theorem Theorem J.
(The exponentional formula) [5] . Let (jr^)teR be a one-parameter semi-group of elements of the Banach's algebra Λ . If there exists lim jr. = j then an t-0 + τ element λίΛ exists, such that for every tt R+, JT^. has the following development to infinite series:
The exponentional formula (12) will be used in the proof of the following theorem Let S = {xeX j |x( = lj. We denote by Κ the set of extreme points of the sphere S. Κ is a finite set, and for every linear operator A e L(Xj,) we have the following equality IIA I = sup I Ax J = max J Αχ J .
x€ Β xeK Now let χ be an arbitrary point in the set Xj,. There exists a function f e Ρ such that f (0) = x. Prom the condition (c) we infer that lim + K(x)-xf = t lim + || n (f(0))-f(0)| -l£|f(t) -f(0)|=0
